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This study seeks to establish the behavioral biases exhibited by individuals who participate in 
sports betting. The biases are manifested by how the individuals (bettors) analyze data 
pertaining the gamble in order to place their bet on the team that they think will win. The 
study was carried out using a questionnaire which was distributed to bettors which contained 
a variety of scenarios that were created to capture the behavioral biases. The data is then 
analyzed using a logit model. The study finds that the three most common biases exhibited 
by bettors are Representative bias, Anchoring bias and Favorite/Longshot Bias. In terms of 
gender, it was also established that the Favorite/Longshot Bias was exhibited more frequently 
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1.1 Background to the study 
Sports betting, or gambling1 as it is commonly referred to, has been an activity that whose 
origin can be traced as far back as the Roman Empire in the 1st Century. Contests that have 
winners and losers often attract wagers from the spectators who would place bets on the 
outcome of these competitions, in favour of their preferred competitor. According to (Palmer, 
2013) sports betting can be defined as “placing a financial wager on the outcome of a 
sporting match, as well as on events that occur within the larger match or fixture.” 
Betting today has grown exponentially due to the proliferation of internet and mobile 
communication devices. Book makers have embraced these new technologies to increase the 
span and coverage around the globe, as well as incorporate different types of sports played all 
around the world  
Formation of betting expectations too has changed over time. The biggest driver of sports 
betting was the complexity of human behavior. (Ates, 2004). Today’s betting market takes 
the form of simple financial markets whereby decisions are made under risk after assessing 
all available information. The true value of the gamble in this case manifests itself at the end 
of the game, unlike financial markets whereby securities are continuously traded (Hansen, 
2006). 
1.2 The Betting Process 
In very simple definition, betting involves prediction of the outcome of a game (i.e. win for 
the home team, a draw or a loss).  
The possible outcomes are expressed in terms of odds. An odd is the return in monetary 
terms offered for each unit bet. The person who offers the odds is called the bookmaker. 
Odds are expressed in two ways: 
American Odds: These are expressed in terms of fractions. E.g. an American odd of 9/10 will 
means that $9 out of every $10 placed in the bet will be earned, in the event that the 
prediction is correct. American odds state the profit alone. 
                                                 
1 Sports betting is a subset of gambling that implies knowledge of the sport by the gambler, according to (Ates, 
2004). We shall thus refer to the action as ‘Sports Betting’ 
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European Odds: These take the form of decimals and include the capital. Using the same 
example above, the European Odd equivalent would be stated as 1.9, which is simply 1+ 
(9/10). European odds state the total income, which is obtained by multiplying the amount 
placed in the bet by the odd. European odds will always be > 1 hence creating an illusion to 
the bettor (Ates, 2004). Only European odds are used in Kenya and will therefore be used 
from hereafter. 
Odds set by bookmakers hold the single-price2 principle, meaning that bookmakers set the 
same odds for the same games. This principle’s usage has been greater especially with the 
spread of internet usage by both companies and players. Several betting companies nowadays 
have similar odds for the same games, thus eliminating arbitrage possibilities by bettors who 
hold several accounts within those companies. Furthermore, all Kenyan betting companies 
are registered under & regulated by the Betting Control and Licensing Board, which is tasked 
with reviewing all odds before they are commissioned to the public, in order to ensure fair 
play.  
The rationale of the assumption of no arbitrage is further strengthened by the self-correcting 
mechanism of betting markets. Once an opportunity arises, bettors would opt for that 
opportunity which leads to bookmakers correcting the pricing, causing the opportunity to 
disappear in a short period of time (Jansa, 2012). 
Odds are set in two main ways by bookmakers; point-spreads3 which focus on the difference 
in points of the two teams playing, and single odds which are set based on the probability of 
a team winning the game at hand.  Under single odds, bookmakers gain profit by setting a 
fixed amount of the payout share as their profit and the rest is shared out, in the event of a 
correct prediction by the bettor. For instance, two teams, A & B are playing, and the 
probability of team A winning the game is 50%, probability of a draw is 15% and the 
                                                 
2 Similar to the Law of One Price in Arbitrage Pricing Theory, whereby assets with the same  payoff have the 
same price. 




probability of team B winning is 35%. The bookmaker’s profit margin is set at 9% of 
payouts. Thus the odds4 are set as follows: 
Odd for team A = Payout Share / Probability of team A winning 
   =  91% / 60% 
   =  1.52 
Odd for draw = Payout Share / Probability of draw 
  =  91% / 15% 
  =  6.07 
Odd for team B = Payout Share / Probability of team B winning 
   =  91% / 35% 
   =  2.6 
From here, bettors are now able to predict the outcome of the game and stand to win or lose 
the money they bet, depending on the accuracy of their bet.  
1.2.1 Types of bets 
The types of bets that bettors use in their betting strategies include: 
Single bets where the bettor places a bet in a single game’s outcome. The payoff is the sum 
of money placed by a single bet multiplied by the odd of the predicted outcome. 
Multibet strategy where the bettor places several bets on different game with a single input of 
money. The payoff is the product of all the odds of the outcomes and the money placed on 
the bets. This strategy has the highest payoff but one single wrong prediction could cause an 
entire loss for the gambler.  
 
                                                 
4 The odds are by default European odds. 
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1.3 Motivation of the Study 
There is generally very little research conducted on sports betting markets around the world, 
and even far less from a behavioral finance point of view. This is despite the size and growth 
rate of such markets, as well as the participation by millions of people around the world and 
the large sums of money spent by people. For instance, the local betting market is valued at 
over Ksh5 Billion and is still forecasted to grow further5. This begs the need for financial 
research within markets with such high monetary value. 
1.4 Problem Statement 
The development of well organized sports betting markets has led to the rise of sports betting 
around the world (Palmer, 2013). This has been attributed to the rise of technology platforms 
such as the internet and communication devices, as well as a shift in sports betting from 
horse-track betting to sports. The widespread use of the internet, according to Jansa (2012), 
has led to further decline in state intervention and more liberty by bettors.  Gambling is a 
high risk venture that has the potential to earn the gambler very high returns. Ideally, the 
gambler predicts the outcome of a game and stand to win or lose the money they placed on a 
bet depending on their prediction. Incentives for betting include placing multiple bets of 
which the wins are calculated by multiplying all the odds of the games by the amount bet. 
Additionally, correct prediction of a certain number of games (usually >10) will earn the 
bettor a much larger sum (in this case, referred to as a Jackpot6). 
However, prediction of outcomes is not based solely on chance. Gamblers themselves are 
irrational beings who differ in their reaction to information as well as having heterogeneous 
beliefs on the outcomes of games, which may be driven by biases. There is no known 
research conducted in Africa, more so in Kenya of such nature. Thus the need arises to 
address this gap, and open it up for further research to be conducted.  
                                                 
5 A report presented by PwC on December 2015 forecasted that growth in gambling revenue in Kenya will rise 
to $21.5 million (Sh2.2 Billion), up from $20.1 million in 2014. Source: 
https://www.pwc.co.za/en/assets/pdf/gambling-outlook-2015-2019.pdf 
6 Jackpots take the form of a pari-mutuel defined by Thaler & Ziemba (1988) as a lottery where all bets are 
pooled together and the winners share out the pool, less transaction costs. 
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Thus, this paper aims at unravelling the different behavioral motives of gamblers to make 
their choices, as well as strategies undertaken in order to maximize their gains/ minimize 
their losses. 
1.5 Research Objectives 
1.) To investigate the behavioral sentiments and biases that influence decision making 
amongst bettors. 
1.5.1 Research Questions 
1.) What behavioral characteristics does a bettor exhibit when placing a bet? 
2.) What behavioral patterns are exhibited by each gender of the betting population? 
1.6 Justification 
This study serves as an in-depth analysis of the participants in the sports betting market in 
Kenya. The betting market in Kenya is very large, with several bookmakers already present 
within the market. This research will pave the way for other tests of financial theories not 
only within the Kenyan context, but also within several other countries within Africa. This 
research is also beneficial to bookmakers who aim to study the market, psychologists who 
are interested in studying behavior of bettors as well as bettors themselves who seek to find 
behavioral biases that may influence strategies. 
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2 Literature Review 
In this section we shall look at traditional finance theories as a build up to more recent 
behavioral finance theories. Finally, I shall highlight any relevant past literature that deals 
with my field of interest and outline the gap which I seek to address. 
2.1 Traditional Finance Theories 
Traditional finance theories were built on the assumption that investors were rational and 
aimed at building an efficient portfolio that earned the highest amount of returns with the 
lowest possible level of risk. (Birău, 2012) 
Below we shall look at the theories that are considered the pillars of finance theory. 
2.1.1 The Utility Function and Expected Utility Hypothesis  
The Utility Function dates back to the 1700s when Daniel Bernoulli formulated it to explain 
relationship between the expected payout from a coin toss (gamble) and the wealth of the 
individual (Daza, 2004). The theory also refers to the diminishing marginal utility of money. 
It is however important to note that the diminishing marginal utility of money exhibits the 
decision maker’s risk aversion. An individual is risk averse if they prefer a payout with 
certainty to one with likelihood to earn a higher return with uncertainty. We shall address this 
later on. 
The Expected Utility Hypothesis as presented by of John Von Neumann and Oskar 
Morgenstern in their 1944 book, “The Theory of Games and Economic Behavior” built on 
the Utility Function in explaining rational decision making in times of uncertainty. The 
theory works around certain axioms that help the investors choose the option that maximizes 
their expected utility. The axioms are listed below. 
i.) Completeness: The completeness axiom implies that there is enough information 
about the lotteries at hand i.e. L1 and L2 such that the individual is able to make an 
informed choice between the two, or be indifferent to choosing either. 
ii.) Continuity. If there is a monetary value x which  is greater than y, and y is greater 
than z, there exists a level where the individual is indifferent between receiving y 
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with certainty and a gamble with payoffs of x + z with a probability of (p) & (1-p) 
respectively i.e. 
𝑃. 𝑢(𝑥) + (1 − 𝑝). 𝑢(𝑧)  =  𝑢(𝑦) 
iii.) Independence: If the individual is indifferent to gambles x and y, then they should 
be indifferent to two gambles that offer  x and z in the first game and y and z in the 
second game, for any value of  z  and probability value p i.e. 
𝐺(𝑥,𝑦; 𝑃) ≈ 𝐺(𝑦, 𝑧; 𝑃)  
iv.) Unequal Ranking: If x is preferred to y, and there exists two lotteries L1 and L2 
that contain both payouts, then lottery L1 will be preferred to L2 if the probability 
p of gaining x in L1 is greater than the probability q of gaining x in L2.  
An important assumption in Expected Utility Hypothesis, as stated above, is risk 
aversion.  
2.1.2 Efficient Market Hypothesis 
The Efficient Market Hypothesis has been the backbone of Finance for over thirty years. 
According to Fama (1970)’s work, an efficient market is that which prices always “fully 
reflect” all available information within the market. The implication of this theory is that 
profiting from any new information is very unlikely because of the speed at which it is 
absorbed into the prices in the market, due to competition within it. Consequently, a lot of 
time is wasted trying to detect mispricing of securities. 
Despite securities prices being rationally based on information available, not all new 
information will have the same effect on prices. This causes the random walk behavior 
observed to be prevalent in security prices. The different kinds of information available and 
its impact gives rise to three different types of market efficiency:  
i.) Weak Form Efficiency: This form of efficiency is whereby prices only reflect all 
historical information regarding the securities up to the given date. Thus, an 
investor cannot “beat the market” through analysis of past information alone 
ii.) Semi-Strong Form Efficiency: This form of efficiency suggests that prices reflect 
all historic as well as publicly available information. Publicly available 
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information includes financial statements, earnings and announced dividend 
payouts, expansion plans and expectations with regards to macroeconomic 
factors. The information may not necessarily be that of a financial nature. (Clarke, 
Jandik, & Mandelker, 2001). This implies that an investor cannot beat the market 
by using publicly available information. 
iii.) Strong Form Efficiency: The last of the three form of efficiency dictates that 
prices of securities reflect historical information, all publicly available 
information as well as insider information regarding the market. This form of 
efficiency is the strictest of the three and prohibits any profits from any new or 
insider information not yet released to the public, as it will be already reflected in 
the prices. 
2.1.3 The Efficiency Frontier 
Markowitz (1952) used the Efficient Market Hypothesis to develop the mean-variance model 
which used means as a measure of expected returns and standard deviations as a measure of 
risk in order to create an optimal portfolio for investors. The combination of all risky assets 
was plotted on a risk- return diagram to create the Efficient Frontier, from which investors 
could choose the portfolio which suited their needs most. It was evident that investors 
preferred a higher average return with the lowest possible risk. The idea of the efficient 
frontier was to minimize risk and increase returns along it through diversification. 
2.2 Emergence of Behavioral finance 
“Behavioral Finance is the study of how psychology affects finance” (Shefrin, 2002) 
Much of traditional finance was built on simplistic assumptions about the investor and the 
market. This severely undermined the explanatory power with regards to investor behavior 
and market trends. 
In as much as traditional finance theories played a key role in formulation of pricing 
mechanisms within the market, they fell short in explaining persistent anomalies. The 
implication that these theories had that any market imperfections would be corrected over 
time did not hold. Shiller (2003) Points out that these anomalies, which were represented by 
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the excess volatility witnessed in the 1980s was a deeper situation with regards to Efficient 
Market theories, rather than other anomalies such as the January effect.  
Behavioral finance tries to explain this phenomenon by integrating human psychological 
behavior and sociology into decision making, in order to explain anomalies within financial 
markets7. (Birău, 2012). For instance, the Expected Utility Theory assumed that investors are 
intrinsically risk-averse and would thus opt for less risky investments that would have the 
greatest outcome on their final wealth. This assumption was also carried by Markowitz 
(1952) when building the efficiency frontier whereby investors were averse to the risk 
contained within their portfolio.  
2.2.1 Prospect Theory 
In their Prospect Theory paper, Kahneman & Tversky (1979) reject prior assumptions about 
investor rationality presented by the Expected Utility Hypothesis after studying decision 
making for gambles under different conditions, rather than as strictly functions of their 
probabilities of outcomes. Some of the revelations that they made were that  
i.) Investors were risk-seeking in a domain of losses as they would rather pick a 
gamble with a probabilistic outcome for loss rather than certain outcome (The 
Reflection Effect) 
ii.) In evaluation of alternatives, investors often disregard the attributes that the 
alternatives share, instead focusing on their differences (Isolation effect). This 
leads to inconsistent preferences amongst investors. This is further proven by 
different representation of probabilities. 
They then brought about an alternative to EUH, which they called ‘Prospect Theory’. 
Prospect Theory distinguishes two steps in the choice process. The first step, editing, 
involves a preliminary analysis of the offered prospects. The second phase, evaluation, is 
where the choice with the highest prospect is picked. The major steps of the editing phase 
include: 
                                                 
7 Ritter (2003) does however clarify that not all cases of mispricing are as a result of psychological biases. 
Instead, they come as a result of temporary demand and supply imbalance. 
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 Coding- Perception of outcomes as gains and losses, rather than the final state of 
wealth. These gains and losses are expressed relative to a reference point. Location 
of the reference point and consequent coding of outcomes as gains or losses can be 
affected by the formulation of the offered prospects and expectations of the decision 
maker. 
 Combination- Prospects can be simplified by combining those probabilities with 
similar outcomes. 
 Segregation– Prospects with a riskless outcome are segregated from the risky 
component in the editing phase 
 Cancellation – Components shared by offered prospects are discarded (isolation 
effect).  
Two other components include simplification (rounding probabilities/outcomes & 
eliminating extremely unlikely outcomes) and detection of dominance (scanning offered 
prospects to detect dominated alternatives & rejecting them). 
Another important feature presented in the theory is that decision weights do not coincide 
with the probabilities of outcomes. This leads to anomalies in preference. 
In conclusion, Prospect theory brought forward the proposition that investors were instead 
loss avers, rather than risk averse, as earlier assumed. The implication therefore was that 
investment losses must be compensated for by the expected returns.8 
Prospect Theory laid the foundation for research into behavioral patterns & biases that could 
result in anomalies within the market, paving way for Behavioral Finance as an academic 
field. 
According to Barberis & Thaler (2003) there are two building blocks of behavioral finance: 
 Limits to arbitrage: This argues that it is difficult to undo the disparities caused by 
less rational traders. In other words, it refers to predicting in what circumstances 
arbitrage forces will be effective, and when they will not be. (Ritter, 2003) 
                                                 
8 Obtained from (Credit Suisse AG, 2015). 
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 Psychology (Behavioral biases): This catalogues the deviations from full rationality 
observed.  
Behavioral biases, also known as cognitive biases, is one of the two building blocks of 
behavioral finance, and the focus of the study.  The behavioral patterns are listed below: 
 Heuristics which is driven by trial-and-error, leads people to develop some rule of 
thumb by which they base their decision making on. The decisions may be subject to 
bias as they are solely based on experiences.  
 Overconfidence9 in one’s own abilities causes people to be biased in decision making. 
For example, a person investing a lot of money in the stock of a company they works 
for. 
 Representativeness is whereby one uses past information to base their decision-
making (stereo-typing). The best example of this bias the law of small numbers10. 
This may seem like a safe bet, but it is also subject to biases such as base-rate 
neglect11 and sample-size neglect12. 
 Anchoring Bias is whereby the most recent event is given the biggest weighting when 
making a decision. It may take the form of an initial value from which adjustments 
are made, despite the value being a random number. 
 Mental Accounting is whereby a person may separate decisions when in real sense 
they should be combined e.g. investors separating paper losses from actual losses 
leads to investors being too slow in disposing of loss-bearing stocks. 
 Confirmation Bias is whereby one seeks selective information that supports their own 
beliefs. 
 Availability Bias is whereby information that is readily available will be considered 
whereas scarce information will not. 
                                                 
9 May arise as a result of two things: self-attribution bias ( the tendency to ascribe any success to one’s own 
talents and failure to bad luck, rather than ineptitude) and hindsight bias (the tendency to believe that after an 
occurrence of an event, the person predicted it and thus uses this belief to predict future outcomes) (Barberis & 
Thaler, 2003) 
10 A sequence of events generated by a random process will represent the essential characteristics of that 
process, even when the sequence is short. Also known as the Gambler’s fallacy (Ates, 2004) 
11 Neglect of the initial value 
12 Neglect of the size of the sample from which an inference is derived. 
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 Conservatism is the reluctance to change with regards to new information, placing a 
lot of emphasis on the base value13. 
 Framing is all about how a concept is presented to a person. The way a problem is 
presented can alter a person’s choice. For example, focusing on the potential gains 
instead of the losses. (Four out of 10 wins is the same as 6 out of 10 losses) 
 Disposition Effect is the bias whereby investors seek to cash in on paper gains but 
avoid cashing in on paper losses. The investor would rather hold on to the loss 
making stock until it realizes a gain, which is highly improbable. 
 Favorite/ long-shot bias is whereby one places a bet on the most unlikely win because 
it will result in the highest returns, forgetting that it is both unlikely to win and also 
the team’s loss will lead to loss of the money placed on the bet. (Thaler & Ziemba, 
1988) 
 Home Bias is the tendency to bet on home teams or invest in home-based companies. 
Behavioral Finance is aptly summarized by Mitroi & Oproiu (2014) as follows 
“Behavioral finance does not eliminate but complements the standard evaluation 
approaches - fundamental, technical and markets analysis… Behavioral analysis 
considers the elements of human perception and evaluation of outside situation and 
events, and most importantly, the emotions associated, both ex ante and ex post with 
any financial decision. “ 
2.3 Empirical Research 
Hetherington (2006) acknowledges that the explosion of internet based betting exchanges 
and information markets has given a valuable platform for market research to be conducted. 
He further states that in this environment, gambling behaviour can be studied due to the 
nature of such markets whereby the fundamental value is always revealed at the end of each 
contract (game), unlike financial markets whereby the prices are estimates of the 
fundamental value. Past research undertaken in this field can be divided into two parts: First, 
                                                 
13 Conservatism differs from representativeness through the representation power of the data.  “At first sight, the 
evidence of conservatism appears at odds with representativeness. However, there may be a natural way in 
which they fit together. It appears that if a data sample is representative of an underlying model, then people 
overweigh the data. However, if the data is not representative of any salient model, people react too little to the 
data and rely too much on their priors .” (Barberis & Thaler, 2003) 
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there is research that deals with studying the characteristics of betting/prediction markets and 
secondly, there is research to do with the individual behavioral biases in such markets. 
2.3.1 Research on Sports Betting Markets 
The main focus of this research was to do with the organization of sports betting markets and 
tests of EMH theory on the markets. Thaler & Ziemba (1988) first proposed that it is more 
effective to test betting markets for efficiency, rather than financial markets due to its 
defining characteristic of quick, repeated feedback. This paved the way for subsequent 
research to be conducted.  
Levitt (2004) investigates why gambling markets are organized differently from financial 
markets despite the similarities. He begins by outlining the similarities of both. First, 
investors with heterogeneous beliefs and information seek to profit through trading as 
uncertainty is resolved over time; sports betting is a zero sum game just like financial 
derivatives with each party on either side of the transaction; and large amounts of money are 
at stake in both markets. However, the major difference is that bookmakers in gambling 
markets do not play the traditional role of matching buyers and sellers, but instead take large 
positions with respect to the outcome of the game. They therefore dictate the prices of 
gambles in such markets. In light of this, the author concludes that bookmakers are much 
better at predicting outcomes than the bettors themselves, hence yielding greater profits than 
if the played the role of traditional market-maker. This incentive for profits leads to 
bookmakers hiring talented individuals to set the odds, who continuously do better in the 
prediction of outcomes than the larger betting markets. 
In Wolfers & Zitzewitz (2004) study of prediction markets14, they outlined that such markets 
are continuously double-auction, where buyers (bettors) submit bid prices and sellers 
(bookmakers) submit asking prices with the mechanism executing a trade whenever the two 
sides of the market reach a mutually agreeable. They also propose that the main feature that a 
prediction market should exhibit to work well is that “contracts must be clear, easily 
understood and easily adjudicated.” The presence of arbitrage opportunities in such markets 
is also investigated, with two possible strategies outlined. First, prices of similar contracts 
                                                 




can be arbitraged across different exchanges and secondly, arbitrageurs can identify and 
exploit deviations from rationality. The authors suggest it is impossible for the first arbitrage 
strategy to occur, hence give more emphasis on the second one. However, Marshall (2005) 
finds that significant profits can be made using this strategy, known as “sports betting 
arbitrage”. It involves betting on different outcomes on different sites, and the riskless profit 
will be the difference in the gains of the two outcomes. 
Goddard & Asimakopoulos (2004) test the efficiency of sports betting markets by forecasting 
English league football results over a period of 10 years using an ordered probit regression. 
Specifically, they were testing weak-form efficiency. The variables found to contribute to the 
forecasting model’s performance in their regression were: significance of the match for 
championship, promotion or relegation issues; the involvement of the teams in cup 
competition; and the geographical distance between the teams’ home towns. Their results 
indicated that the model produced information not contained within bookmakers’ odds. Thus, 
the bookmaker’s odds were weak-form inefficient. They particularly found stronger evidence 
of market inefficiency in matches played towards the end of the football season. 
On the other hand, Vlastakis, Dotsis, & Markellos (2009) sought to test market efficiency in 
the same markets using arbitrage and trading strategies. They achieve this by examining the 
predictability of match outcomes using information contained in different online fixed odds 
quotes from six different bookmakers. Market effeciency, in this case, implies that no bettor 
or bookmaker can sustain returns that exceed the transaction costs. Arbitrage in this case 
would be taking advantage of the difference in odds set by different bookmakers. Their 
results indicate a limited number of highly profitable arbitrage opportnities (about 1 in 200), 
thus violating weak-form effeciency. These arbitrage opportunities were exploited by 
combining betting across 2-3 bookmakers. However, the opportunities appear to decrease in 
more recent study periods, and even further when strictly using online betting markets (less 
than 1 in 1000). The causes of these arbitrage opportunities were outlined as behavioral 
biases, such as homefield advatage bias and the favorite/longshot bias. 
Jansa (2012) tests market effeciency of betting markets through comparison of the 
convergance of odds of different betting offices in the Czech Republic. He suggests that such 
tests of efficiency of betting markets should be based on live data (odds, information about 
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actual form of each player) during the game and not data before the game because it is 
assumed that odds set prior contain any available information as was done in prior studies. 
His study finds there is nearly no convergence of odds. He thus rejects the model of market 
efficiency - model of perfect market with fully rational, risk neutral, bettors. In spite of this 
conclusion, the author adds that it does not necessarily mean that markets have to be fully 
inefficient.  
2.3.2 Research on Behavioral biases within sports betting markets 
Just as behavioral biases were tested in financial markets, the presence of behavioral biases is 
tested in sports betting markets and its effect on pricing, on market efficiency and the 
presence of arbitrage opportunities. 
Avery & Chevalier, (1999) test whether betting sentiments are the cause of mispricing. 
Investor sentiment is defined as “any non-maximizing trading pattern among noise traders 
that can be attributed to a particular exogenous motivation.” They hypothesize that 
sentimental traders follow false advice, believe excessively in momentum strategies and bet 
excessively on popular teams with wide media coverage.  They find that trading caused by 
the set of sentimental variables alters the path of prices, indicating inefficiency in the market. 
Additionally, movements in the point spread line that cannot be predicted from sentimental 
variables are strongly predictive of game outcomes, hence giving rise to an arbitrage 
opportunity that exploits the sentiment- induced mispricing of the betting line.   
Chesir (2013) sought to find the relationship between bettor behavior and overall market 
efficiency. He first sought to find if bettors behave optimally by analyzing data from an NFL 
confidence pool, and the assumption that a rational bettor would pick teams consistent with 
the optimal strategy of maximizing expected value. Secondly, the author sought to find what 
drives bettor behavior and lastly, how bettor behavior create opportunities in betting markets. 
The findings of the author are that 1.) Bettors are not rational since a large number deviate 
from the optimal strategy 2.) Bettor behavior can be traced to behavioral biases namely 
overconfidence, availability heuristic and anchoring and 3.) Pinpointing games most affected 
by bettor biases can give the opportunistic bettor an advantage in the betting markets, at least 
in the long run, thereby proving inefficiency in the market. 
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Andrikogiannopoulou & Papakonstantinou (2011) also combines both tests for market 
efficiency and behavioral biases, by examining whether prices set on soccer betting markets 
on a large number of soccer events are efficient, and the extent to which individuals are 
either affected by inefficiencies, or contribute to them.  They use both individual-level and 
aggregate-level data. Their results reveal that markets violate weak-form efficiency in a 
manner that is consistent with the favorite long shot bias, which is, the tendency of bettors to 
consistently underbet outcomes with small odds and overbet outcomes with large odds in 
comparison to their observed frequency of winning. The inefficiency is mainly driven by the 
underbetting of favorite odds on the home win and the away win, and an overbetting of 
longshot odds on the draw outcome. The analysis of individual-level data shows that contrary 
to the common perception that the majority (or totality) of bettors contributes to the 
generation of the favorite/longshot bias, only 6% of the bettors under study have 
systematically bet on biased odds associated with longshot outcomes, while 2% of the bettors 
earns significant positive returns from betting on favorite outcomes. Finally, they find that 
around 4% of the bettors have a home bias which is manifested as overbetting of the home-
area team for each individual. 
Ates (2004) uses behavioral finance theory in the analysis of sports betting as a tool to 
understand betting markets, and in return betting markets can help find some understanding 
for behavioral finance theory. Despite this research being very theoretical, the author clarifies 
that its intention is to lay the ground for financial research on betting markets, more so when 
studying behavioral biases common to both investors and bettors. Analysis of these traits, 
according to the author, may help understand decision making under uncertainty as well as 
risk management. Furthermore, betting markets provide the platform to conduct financial 
research that is difficult to undertake in financial markets. The author highlights that one of 
the problems faced while following this route is in spite of yielding positive and significant 
results, researchers would still not be convinced that betting markets is a suitable alternative 
platform to conduct financial research. 
Hansen (2006) similarly uses behavioral finance theory and empirical findings to formulate 
betting strategies which he uses to test whether behavioral finance can be justified in a 
different setting other than the finance world. The market of choice in this case is the NFL 
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point spread market. The author uses financial theory to define anomalies as violations of 
EMH whereby abnormal risk-adjusted returns can be obtained. In the context of betting, 
anomalies are represented by a betting strategy that gives the bettor abnormal returns. Each 
strategy is formed using an aspect of biases in behavioral finance. Tests were performed 
using a binomial distribution and a null hypothesis that the profitable strategy is one with 
>52.38% frequency of wins. The study finds that the most profitable strategies were 
influenced by representativeness (specifically sample size neglect) and overreaction (home 
bias & favorite/longshot bias). 
Hetherington (2006) tests the existence of the two main behavioral theories, overreaction 
(representativeness) and underreaction (anchoring/conservatism), in the National Football 
League markets. The biases are distinguished by their time frames or different circumstances. 
Overreaction is caused by long-term patterns of information, whereas underreaction occurs in 
response to isolate informational shocks. He further focuses on two anomalies specific to the 
NFL which are mispricing of contracts which depend on multiple distinct events; and prices 
of different point-spread contracts. The author does not find existence of either of the 
behavioral theories, but finds strong evidence of mispricing of contracts (which he refers to 
as “implication ignorance”). 
2.3.3 Behavioral Biases and Genders 
This section highlights past literature on how gender affects behavioral biases. 
Tekçe (2011) sought to find out the factors that affect behavioral biases in individual stock 
investors in Turkey. The author takes the transactions within the year 2011 to analyze the 
occurrence of common biases such as overconfidence, familiarity bias, representativeness 
and status quo bias within the investors, and the factors causing the biases. The author uses a 
regression whereby the dependent variable is the bias to be studied (represented by proxies 
such as turnover, previous ownership ratio, 90 day positive return trend and portfolio 
percentage change which are used as main measures of overconfidence, familiarity bias, 
representativeness heuristic and status quo bias respectively), and the independent variables 
are age of the investor, experience of trading, Investor wealth and development of the 
regions. The findings of the study were that overconfidence and familiarity bias were 
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common among individual investors, with younger male investors with lower portfolio 
values and in less developed regions exhibiting the biases more. 
Onsomu (2014) studies the behavioral biases affecting individual investors in the Nairobi 
Securities Exchange, as well as studying the relationship between gender and the behavioral 
biases in the same context. The author conducted their research by means of a questionnaire 
distributed amongst investors. The findings were that investors were affected by Availability 
bias, Representativeness bias, Confirmation bias and Disposition effect. However, there was 
no significant correlation between the biases and gender. 
Lee et al. ( 2013) determine the behaviors that male and female investors exhibit when 
making investment decisions. They survey 84 finance and accounting majors using a 
portfolio simulation tool to investigate their investment decisions over a 3 month period. 
They find that there was no significant difference betwee portfolio performance and gender. 
There was, however, a significant difference between gender and risk. The conclusion is that 
the difference arises from the perception of actual risk undetaken, rather than the desire to 
engage in risky behavior. 
 




For this section, I seek to define the area and limits of the research, as well as the methods 
and model I shall use to conduct the research. The research will be based on the building 
blocks of behavioral finance. 
3.1 Research Design 
The research design for this proposal shall take the form of a survey intended to collect the 
data necessary to conduct the research. This is because the research itself seeks to study 
human behavior, and thus requires data from the population itself. The survey will be 
distributed to the population sample. 
3.2 Population and Sampling 
The population used in this research is sports bettors in Kenya. This is in line with the 
research objective presented in the paper. The defining characteristic of this population is that 
they actively participate in sports betting.  
From this population, the sampling frame will be bettors who bet at least once a week. A 
sample size of 150 bettors will be picked from the sample frame. The sample size should also 
be adequate enough to represent the entire population and capture the behavioral traits 
required in the model.  The sample size will be obtained through stratified random sampling 
from the sample frame, in order to eliminate any sampling bias and ensure that it is 
representative of the whole population. In this case, the strata will be divided into two parts: 
those who bet only once a week and those who bet more than once a week. 
3.3 Data Collection 
3.3.1 Type of data 
The type of data to be used in this research is quantitative in nature. Data will be binary, 
involving simple yes/no responses (which take the form of (1, 0) respectively). The questions 
to be answered will be set in a way that will capture the independent variables contained 
within the model. 
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3.3.2 Data Collection Method 
Data will be collected by means of a questionnaire15 with questions tailored to meet the 
research objectives. I have chosen these as they are the most efficient methods to reach out to 
bettors, due to time and financial constraints. Furthermore, many bettors use the internet as 
well as social media platforms as their primary access to betting markets. The questionnaire 
will be distributed on social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter), emails as well as physical 
collection of data. 
3.4 Data Analysis 
Due to the qualitative nature of the data, I shall use a Logit model in order to capture the 
qualitative variables that cause a bettor to bet. The data will be non-linear in nature and have 
a binary output of (0, 1) which further reinforces the appropriateness of the choice of model. 
The model takes the form 
Pr(Y = 1|X1, X2 … Xk ) = F(β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 … + βk Xk ) 
Pr(Y = 1|X1 , X2 … Xk ) =
eβ0+β1X1 +β2X2…+βk Xk
1 + e(β0+β1X1 +β2X2…+βk Xk)
 
The output of the model will be in form of odds ratios, which are the exponent of the 
coefficients of the independent variables. They will be interpreted as the odds ratio of the 
independent variable having an effect on the dependent variable.  
Estimates of βi will be obtained through the Maximum Likelihood technique. 
The independent variables (Xi) for this model will be as follows: 
 X1: Past history of performance of the team (Representativeness bias) 
 X2: Recent form/performance of the team (Anchoring Bias) 
 X3: Odds set (Favorite/Long Shot Bias)  
 X4: Team Bias (Familiarity Bias) 
 X5: Outcome of prior bets (Overconfidence Bias) 
                                                 
15 A copy of the questionnaire will be attached to the report in the appendix section. 
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Each of these independent variables contains an aspect of behavioral bias that causes 
irrational decision making amongst bettors.  
3.4.1 Assumption 
The main assumption I make for my study is that betting markets are semi-strong form 
efficient i.e. information in it combines all past relevant information, as well as all publicly 
available information. Insider information- in this case match-fixing16- is still possible but 
very unlikely. Thus, prediction markets provide very few arbitrage opportunities (Wolfers & 
Zitzewitz, 2004). 
3.4.2 Fitting the data to the model 
To estimate the βicoefficients, the Maximum Likelihood method shall be used. The effect of 
each independent variable, represented by the coefficient, will thus give us the marginal 
effect the on the output; in this case, the bettor placing a bet. The t-test of significance will be 
performed on the independent variables in order to assess the explanatory power of each on 
the overall model. The test will be as follows: 
H0: βi = 0 
I.e. the variable has no effect on the output. The output of the model is the probability that a 
bet will be placed (i.e. Y=1) taking into consideration the outlined behavioral biases (the 
independent variables). These probabilities of each independent variable as well as a 
combination of variables will be compared. A combination of these variables provides 
information on how bettors plan to maximize gains. 
  
                                                 
16 Match-fixing is defined as “A dishonest activity by participants, team officials, match officials or other 
interested parties to ensure a specific outcome in a particular sporting match or event for competitive advantage 
and/or financial gain which negatively impacts on the integrity of the sport.” (Carpenter, 2013) 
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4 Results, Findings and Discussion 
This section presents the findings after running the data collected through the model, and 
seeks to discuss the findings of the study, in accordance with the research objectives 
mentioned in the first chapter, taking into consideration past studies highlighted in the 
literature review. 
  
The chapter’s sections will be organized according to the research questions.  
4.1 Behavioral Characteristics (biases) 
The first objective of the study was to determine the behavioral characteristics (biases) 
exhibited by bettors. The data collected was analyzed using the model below: 
The model is a logit regression which takes the form 
Pr(Y = 1|X1, X2 … Xk) =
eβ0+β1X1+β2X2…+βk Xk
1 + e(β0+β1X1 +β2X2…+βk Xk)
 
For this section, the output (Y) is Bet (i.e. if the respondent is a frequent bettor or not) and 
the independent variable (X) are the behavioral biases discussed above. 
Upon collection of data that was a sufficient representation of the population size, the model 
was run using STATA software and it produced the following results: 
The constant term was suppressed since the model is non-linear in nature, and it has no 
significance on the output i.e. the model is to test the likelihood that a bet placed is as a result 
of the given biases. 




Table 1: The Initial data analysis 
The null hypothesis for the first objective is: 
H0: The bias has no effect on the bettor’s decision to place a bet 
H0: βi = 0 
i.e. The coefficient of the independent variable is zero, meaning that the variable has no 
effect on the output. This hypothesis is tested using the P Values, at a 95% level of 
confidence. For the null hypothesis to be rejected (and the coefficient to be statistically 
significant), the P value should be less than 0.05. 
The Odds Ratios are the logs of the coefficients of the independent variables.  An odds ratio, 





Where p is the probability 
The odds ratios (or coefficients) of the variable show the effect of the variable on the output, 
holding all other variables constant. The only significant variable in the model was 
Anchoring Bias. The variables with the highest P values were dropped, since they mean that 
there is a high likelihood that they are zero (according to the null hypothesis), meaning that 
they have no effect on the output, holding all other independent variables constant. As a 
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result, two more variables (Representative and Favorite/Longshot Bias) were then significant 
to the model.  
 
 
Table 2: After dropping the Familiarity and Overconfidence Bias variable 
 
Table 3: Table of Coefficients of Independent Variables 
The trimmed down model gives the odds ratios (Table 2) and coefficients (Table 3) of the 
independent variables. ‘RepBias’, ‘AnchBias’ & ‘FavLSBias’ represent the Representative 
Bias, Anchoring Bias and Favorite/Longshot Bias respectively. 
4.1.1  Representative Bias 
As indicated in table 2 the coefficient of the Representative Bias is 1.092394, giving an odds 
ratio of 2.981402. This means that for every bet placed by an individual, the odds that their 
decision to bet on a team has been influenced by the history of the team(s) performances is 
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2.981402. Alternatively, this can be interpreted as a 74.8832% probability that the decision to 
place a bet on a given team is influenced by the history of the team’s performance. 
4.1.2 Anchoring Bias 
The coefficient of the Anchoring Bias is 1.863682, which results in an odds ratio of 6.44743. 
This can be interpreted as for every bet placed, the odds that the decision was based on the 
most recent performance of the team(s) is 6.44743. It is interesting to note that this bias has 
the highest odds of the three significant biases highlighted. Alternatively, this can be 
interpreted as an 86.5725% probability that the decision to place a bet on a given team is 
influenced by the team’s most recent performance. 
4.1.3 Favorite/Longshot Bias 
The coefficient of the Favorite/Longshot Bias is .9808293, which gives an odds ratio of 
2.66667. This means that for every bet placed, the odds that the individual was influenced by 
the odds of the outcome of the match (i.e. the returns they get from placing the bet) is 
2.66667, or a 72.7273% probability. 
4.2 Biases exhibited by Gender 
This section uses the same logit model as above. 
The second objective of the study was to determine the likelihood of the behavioral patterns 
to be exhibited by each gender of the betting population. 
The data collected was analyzed using the model below: 
Pr(Y = 1|X1, X2 … Xk ) =
eβ0+β1X1 +β2X2 …+βk Xk
1 + e(β0+β1X1 +β2X2 …+βk Xk )
 
Where the dependent variable (Y) is behavioral biases (‘RepBias’, ‘AnchBias’ & 
‘FavLSBias’) and the independent variables (X) is the gender (Male or Female). The 
dependent variables will be the biases that had failed to be rejected under the initial 
hypothesis test carried out above. 
The responses consisted of 93 male respondents and 13 female respondents. Thus, to 
determine the likelihood of a given gender exhibiting the biases, the model was used, but 
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“Gender” was taken as the independent variable, with the significant biases taking the place 
of the dependent variable. (In this case, the “Gender” variable was binomial, with “1” 
representing male and “0” representing female).  
 
 
Table 4: Results of Regression between Representative Bias and Gender 
4.2.1 Representative Bias 
The coefficient of the Gender is -0.4436863, resulting in an odds ratio of 0.64. This can be 
interpreted as the odds of a male exhibiting the Representative Bias when placing a bet as 
compared to a woman is 0.6416667, or 39.0863% probability. The odds/probability of a 
female exhibiting the Representative bias are much higher (1.558441 or 60.9137%), 





Table 5: Results of Regression between Anchoring Bias and Gender 
4.2.2 Anchoring Bias 
The coefficient of Gender is -0.1712718, resulting in an odds ratio of 0.8425925. This means 
that the odds of a male exhibiting the Anchoring Bias when betting is 0.8425925 (or 




Table 6: Results of Regression between Favorite/Longshot Bias and Gender 
4.2.3 Favorite/Longshot Bias 
The coefficient of Gender is 1.252762, resulting in an odds ratio of 3.499998. This implies 
that the odds of a male exhibiting the Favorite/Longshot Bias when placing a bet is 3.499998, 




5 Discussions, Conclusions and Recommendations 
This section provides a discussion of the findings obtained in the preceding chapter, as well 
as gives some closing remarks about the study and gives recommendations for future 
research within the field of study. 
5.1 Discussions 
5.1.1 Behavioral Biases displayed by bettors 
The key behavioral biases bettors display that were brought out by the model are 
Representative Bias, Anchoring Bias and Favorite/Longshot bias. 
They are in line with the ones that were found present in the papers of Hansen (2006), 
Hetherington (2006) and Andrikogiannopoulou & Papakonstantinou (2011). 
In the works of Hansen (2006), the trading strategies that the author formulated that were 
deemed the most successful by the respondents included elements of Representative Bias and 
Favorite/Longshot Bias. Similarly, Andrikogiannopoulou & Papakonstantinou (2011) in their 
study encountered Favorite/Longshot bias which led to market ineffeciencies. 
The study that was conducted by Hetherington (2006) sought to test the existence of 
overreaction (representativeness) and underreaction (anchoring) in the National Foootballl 
League. These theories were found to exist among the beting population in the study 
conducted above. 
These similarities are as a result of how bettors analyse gambles, payoffs and potential losses 
differently. This is evidence of the theory brought forward by Kahneman & Tversky (1979) 
on behavioral finance and the irrationality of human beings in decision making. 
5.1.2 Biases exhibited by Gender 
The study by Onsomu (2014) on behavioral biases and investor decisions in Kenya based on 
genders found that there was no direct correlation between the biases she studied and 
genders. The biases in the author’s study similar to this one are Representativeness Bias and 
Anchoring Bias.The result that males are more likely to exhibit the Favorite/Longshot bias 
wen placing a bet than females is in line with the study done by Lee et al. (2013) whose study 
found out that males are more likely to perceive risk differently from females, as they focus 
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The aim of the study was to bring to light which behaviors are exhibited by bettors when 
analyzing and placing bets. The methodology included use of a survey that used scenarios 
that enabled the researcher obtain the biases they desired to study. 
Of the biases that were in the initial study, only the explanatory power of Representative 
Bias, Anchoring Bias and Favorite/Longshot bias were significant to the model and were 
used in explaining the biases present when placing the bet. Furthermore, the biases were 
grouped into genders in order to analyze how each gender displayed biases when placing a 
bet. 
5.3 Shortcoming of the study 
The study encountered a number of shortcomings. First, the sample size was relatively small, 
given the time constraint. Second, the mode of distribution of the questionnaire was limited 
to online distribution due to time and resource constraints. 
5.4 Recommendations 
For future research purposes, researchers may look into integrating other biases, as well as 
looking for a larger sample size that will reduce the noise in the model. Lastly, the biases 
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7 Appendix A: Questionnaire 
1.) What gender are you? 
A.) Male  
B.) Female  
2.) What age are you? 
A.) 18-21 yrs 
B.) 22-25 yrs 
C.) 26-29 yrs 
D.) 30 and above 
3.) What is your occupation? 
A.) Student 
B.) Part-Time Employed 
C.) Full-Time Employed 
D.) Unemployed 
E.) Other (Specify) 
4.) During a football season or event how often do you bet? 
A.) Every day 
B.) More than once a week 
C.) Once a week 
D.) Other (specify) 
Case 1 
Team X is playing Team Z, where X is the home team and Z is the away team. You are to 
predict the outcome of the game. The odds of the outcome are (1.52) (2.13) (4.31) 
representing a win for Team X (W), a draw (D) or a win for Team Z (L). Team X won the 
league championship two seasons ago and finished third in the last season. Their 
performance of late however has been dwindling. The results of their last three games are as 
follows: 1D, 2L. Team Z is a mid-table team that survived relegation in the last season. Its 
performance has been fair, with the results of the last three matches as follows: D, W, D. 
They are considered the underdogs of the match. 





6.) For 5.) above, what would be the reason behind your choice? (You can pick more 
than one answer) 
A.) Past performance of team X 
B.) Past performance of team Z 
C.) Recent Performance of team X 
D.) Recent performance of team Z 
E.) Odds set 
Case 2 
Suppose now that you are a die-hard supporter of Team X. Team X’s recent form has been 
poor and the results of the last four games are as follows: DLDL. Team X currently stands at 
5th on the league table. Their next game is against team Y, their competitive rival in the 
league, in a derby-style match. Team Y’s performance has been good, with their past four 
performances as follows: DWWW. Team Y currently stands at 3rd in the league table. The 
odds of the outcome of the derby are W (1.54), D (2.01), and L (1.43). 
7.) How would your loyalty to Team X influence your bet in this case? 
A.) Remain loyal: I would bet on Team X 
B.) No influence: I would bet on Team Y 
C.) I will not bet at all 
 
8.) Given the above 2 scenarios, assume you bet on Team X, and you won the first bet 
and lost the second bet, does the outcome of that bet (win or loss) influence your 
decision to bet again on team X?  
A.) Yes, I believe that Team X is likely to correct its mistakes 
and win the next match. 
B.) No, I don’t think that they will win the next game given the 
outcome of the last game. 
